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TESTPREP SERIES 2009 BOOKS

These books are a pilot’s best bet. Included with every FAA question 
are the answers, explanations, subject codes and references, as well as 
explanations for incorrect answers. All of the questions in the particular 
FAA test question database are included here and have been arranged 
into chapters based on subject matter. Topical study, in which similar 
material is covered under a common subject heading, promotes better 
understanding, aids recall, and thus provides a more efficient study 
guide.
Private/Recreational Pilot ............................P/N 13-00984 .................... .
Instrument Rating ........................................P/N 13-00974 .................... .
Commercial Pilot .........................................P/N 13-01298 .................... .
Airline Transport Pilot ..................................P/N 13-01301 .................... .
Certified Flight Instructor .............................P/N 13-32311 .................... .

ASA FLIGHT TRAINING

COMPUTER TESTING SUPPLEMENTS
Also known as the test figures books, these are the same 
books issued during FAA Knowledge Exams at the com-
puterized testing centers. They come bundled with our test 
preps, but they are also available individually. Maps are 
reproduced with full color, exactly as printed by the FAA.
Private & Recreational Pilot ..P/N 13-01828 .................... .
Instrument Rating ..................P/N 13-01829 .................... .
Commercial Pilot ...................P/N 13-01830 .................... .

Aviation Maintenance Technician/ Parachute Rigger Flight & Ground 
Instructor......................................................P/N 13-01296 .................... . 
Flight Engineer #ASA-CT-8080-6A\ ............P/N 13-01293 .................... . 
Airline Transport Pilot/Aircraft Dispatcher ...P/N 13-01295 .................... . 
Inspection Authorization ..............................P/N 13-02262 .................... . 

INSPECTION AUTHORIZATION TEST PREP
This book is an important reference source for all 
Aviation Maintenance Technicians (AMTs) seeking to 
add Inspection Authorization to his or her qualifications, 
as well as AMT schools preparing students for this test. 
All Inspection Authorization candidates must take and 
pass the FAA’s IA Knowledge Test.  The IA Test Prep 
provides readers with all the information needed to pass 
the IA Knowledge Test and helps candidates become 
familiar with the privileges and limitations of the highest 

level of maintenance certification. This book provides more than 350 
sample questions, all of which are based on history and experience with 
the IA testing process. Example FAA questions and answer choices 
are supported with explanations, and FAA references from which the 
questions are derived are identified for students who wish to study them 
further. The IA Test Prep conveniently compiles the reference materials 
necessary to prepare for the IA Knowledge Exam into one volume, for an 
organized study program that AMT schools, instructors, and individuals 
alike can use to streamline their studies. P/N 13-01297 ......................

AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
TESTPREP STUDY GUIDE

Prepares reader for the Air Traffic Control test, and 
includes questions, answers, explanations, application 
procedures, employment and training information, and 
test-taking strategies.  P/N 13-02263 ......................

ORAL & PRACTICAL EXAM GUIDE
This book prepares the AMT for the general, airframe, 
and powerplant exams with information on the certification 
process, typical projects and required skill levels, practical 
knowledge requirements in a question and answer format, 
and reference materials for further study.
 P/N 13-50165 ......................

FAST TRACK TEST GUIDES 2009 
BOOKS FOR AVIATION MAINTENANCE
To prepare students for the FAA knowledge exams required 
for A&P certification, each guide contains exact FAA questions 
with answers, explanations and references in the “Fast-Track” 

format to promote increased learning comprehension and retention. 
Prepared by industry expert Dale Crane, the Fast-Tracks also include a 
helpful guide to the Practical & Oral Tests.
General (152 pages) ...................................P/N 13-32323 ......................
Airframe (200 pages)...................................P/N 13-32321 ......................
Power Plant (200 pgs) .................................P/N 13-32322 ......................

THE PILOT’S MANUAL SYLLABUS SERIES
These syllabi meet all Part 141 requirements and supple-
ment The Pilot’s Manual Series textbooks: “Flight Training,” 
“Private & Commercial,” & “Instrument Flying.” The syllabi 
have been reviewed by the FAA, present a fresh approach, 
and offer the most integrated, comprehensive, simple flight 
and ground training programs available. Flight lessons are 

presented side-by-side with their coordinating ground lessons for a 
completely integrated program. Each syllabus comes with appropriate 
Stage Exams.
 Private Pilot Syllabus ..........................P/N 13-02264 ...................... 
 Instrument Rating Syllabus .................P/N 13-02265 ......................

THE PILOT’S MANUAL SERIES
Flight SChool thirD EDition - covers all the tasks 
from the FAA Practical Test Standards for the Private 
and Commercial certificates. The textual descriptions are 
supported with full-color illustrations and photographs. 
Prepares readers for the student pilot milestones: first 
solo, cross-country flying, instrument flight, and night flying. 
Comprehensive airplane checkout review in the appendix 

which readers can use to prepare for transitioning to a new airplane 
type, insurance applications, or the Flight Review (BFR) ground les-
son. P/N 13-00982 ......................

PrivatE & CoMMErCial - Prepares the reader for 
the Private and Commercial FAA Knowledge exams, 
covering all of the aerodynamic knowledge required by 
both certificates. A flight and ground training syllabus is 
available. P/N 13-00978 ............................ .

inStruMEnt Flying - A step-by-step course covering all 
the knowledge requirements to pass the Instrument FAA 
Knowledge and oral exams, as well as an instrument check-
ride. A flight and ground training syllabus is available.
 P/N 13-00979 ......................

FROM THE GROUND UP
From the Ground Up offers them a comprehensive package 
of aeronautical information in one extensive and award-
winning form. Often referred to as the “Bible” for ground 
school flight training—and required reading for student pilots 
in many countries—From the Ground Up delves deeply into 

the full range of aviation topics incl.: Theory of Flight, Engines, Airports 
and Airspace, Regulations, Navigation, Weather, Communications, 
Airmanship, Human Factors, and Air Safety.
 P/N 13-02266 .................... .

VISUALIZED FLIGHT MANEUVERS
Excellent learning and teaching aids for instructors and 
students, these handbooks comply with current practical 
test standards and regulations. Fold-out pages allow each 
maneuver to be complete on a 1-page spread, so the reader 
absorbs all the visual/textual information at once. Covers 
Private, Commercial and Flight Instructor maneuvers.

For High-Wing aircraft .................................P/N 13-02289 ......................
For Low-Wing aircraft ..................................P/N 13-02290 ......................
For Katana aircraft.......................................P/N 13-02291 ......................

CERTIFIED FLIGHT INSTRUCTOR 
DVD COURSE-VIRTUAL TEST PREP

More than 10 hrs of high-quality DVD presentation meets 
all FAA Part 61 home study requirements. All the informa-
tion needed to ace the FOI, CFI, BGI and AGI exams 
through exciting in-flight video and dynamic instructional 

aids and interactive quizzes. Includes 2004 Test Prep book and 
Computer Testing Supplement. A bonus DVD, Flight Review is included 
which covers the required specifics for a Biennial Flight Review.
 P/N 13-01081 ......................

ASA ADVANCED AVIONICS HANDBOOK
This handbook is designed as a technical reference for 
pilots who operate aircraft with advanced avionics systems. 
Whether flying a conventional aircraft that features a global 
positioning system (GPS) navigation receiver or a new 
aircraft with the latest integrated “glass cockpit” advanced 
avionics system, you should find this handbook helpful in 
getting started. The arrival of new technology to general 

aviation aircraft has generated noticeable changes in three areas: infor-
mation, automation, and options.  P/N 13-06670 .................... .

ASA RISK MANAGEMENT HANDBOOK
Designed to help recognize and manage risk. It provides a 
higher level of training to the pilot in command (PIC) who 
wishes to aspire to a greater understanding of the aviation 
environment and become a better pilot. This handbook is for 
pilots of all aircraft P/N 13-06667 .................... .


